Alterations in membrane and firing properties of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons following focal laser lesions in rat visual cortex.
Focal cortical injuries are well known to cause changes in function and excitability of the surviving cortical areas but the cellular correlates of these physiological alterations are not fully understood. In the present study we employed a well established ex vivo-in vitro model of focal laser lesions in the rat visual cortex and we studied membrane and firing properties of the surviving layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons. Patch-clamp recordings, performed in the first week post-injury, revealed an increased input resistance, a depolarized spike threshold as well as alterations in the firing pattern of neurons in the cortex ipsilateral to the lesion. Notably, the reported lesion-induced alterations emerged or became more evident when an exciting perfusing solution, known as modified artificial cerebrospinal fluid, was used to increase the ongoing synaptic activity in cortical slices. Conversely, application of glutamatergic or GABAA receptor blockers reduced the observed alterations and GABAB receptor blockers abolished the differences completely. All together the present findings suggest that changes in synaptic receptors function, following focal cortical injuries, can modulate membrane and firing properties of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons. This previously unknown functional interplay between synaptic and membrane properties may constitute a novel cellular mechanism to explain alterations in neuronal network function and excitability following focal cortical injuries.